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Introduction
Prions propagate through the conversion of the cellular form of the
protein, PrPC, to the infectious form, PrPSc (Prusiner 1991; Büeler et al.
1993; Caugheys and Raymond 1991). Prions can replicate without
nucleic acids and lead to transmissible spongiform encephalopathies
(TSE), a form of fatal neurodegenerative diseases in mammals
(Prusiner et al. 1998). Cellular PrPC is attached to the outer leaflet of
the membrane with an extracellular glycoprotein
glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor (Stahl et al. 1987). The
physiological role of prion proteins remains unclear, however the
conformation of PrPC has been analyzed using structural biophysics
techniques. The N-terminus of the cellular prion protein is flexible,
while the C-terminus has a globular domain and includes three ɑhelices and a β-sheet. The misfolded form, PrPSc, is rich in ɑ-sheet but
an atomic level structure has not been resolved yet (Pan et al. 1993).
Though the mechanism of prion conversion and propagation is not
well understood, polymerization of prion proteins suggests that a
misfolded seed triggers the misfolding of PrPC.
The cell membrane influences the conformational conversion
of PrPC to PrPSc through lipid raft interactions (Vey et al. 1996). To
better understand the conversion of prion proteins from the cellular
form to the infectious form, it is essential to examine first the
principles that drive prion protein monomer- and small oligomersmembrane interactions. Previous reports have not been conclusive on
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the driving interactions at the atomic level between PrPC, small
oligomers and the membrane. The factors driving these interactions
are complicated by the competition between intra- and inter-protein,
protein–membrane, and solvent dynamics at the membrane interface,
coupled with effects derived from crowding and ionic strength.
To provide insight into PrPC to PrPSc conversion, we
generated in silico a set of PrPC dimers to examine PrPC-PrPC
interactions that could lead to the formation of the misfolded seed. In
this scenario, we aim at testing how PrPC dimers interact with the
surface of the cell membrane. We hypothesize that PrPC dimerization
alters the modes of interaction between PrPC and the cell membrane.
To test our hypothesis, we investigated the electrostatics contribution
to the free energy of the PrPC-membrane interaction. We used a
continuum electrostatics approach to implement calculations of the
protein-membrane free energy of interaction at various protein
orientations with respect to the membrane interface. Our results help
elucidate factors that affect initial prion protein oligomerization and
will aid in the design of experiments to monitor prion seed formation.
Methods
We downloaded the mouse PrPC structure from the protein data bank
(www.rcsb.org, pdb id: 2L39). We used the ZDOCK online docking
server (http://zdock.umassmed.edu/) to construct five energetically
favorable PrPC dimer structures. The input in ZDOCK was the
2L39.pdb file. Three dimers structures were created using the MZDOCK symmetric multimer docking subserver
(http://zdock.umassmed.edu/m-zdock/), wherein the 2L39 file was
similarly inputted. See Figure 1 and Table 1 for images and complete
descriptions of dimers. The visual molecular dynamics software
(http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/) was used to visualize the
PrPC. monomer and dimer structures.
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Figure 1. Dimers generated with the ZDOCK server. Monomer A is
colored red for each dimer and monomer B is colored blue for each
dimer.

Table 1. Dimers generated with the ZDOCK server. The column
Monomer A – Monomer B Interaction refers to the main modes of
binding between the two monomers of the dimer. The column Lowest
Energy Membrane Interaction referes to the main modes of interaction
of each monomer element of the dimer with the membrane.
We then used monomer 2L39.pdb and the ZDOCK generated
dimers as input into APBSmem (https://apbsmem.sourceforge.io/), a
continuum electrostatics software, to calculate the total free energy of
interaction between the protein and a model membrane. The model
lipid membrane corresponds to a dielectric slab, representing the
hydrophobic matrix of the membrane, capped by a polar region,
representing lipid headgroups. The resolution of the membrane
model is intended to probe an average effect on the proteinmembrane interactions and therefore does not account for explicit
membrane lipid composition. The parameters used in the
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electrostatics calculations were adapted from the continuum
calculations done by Latorraca et al. (2014), which are consistent with
the standard parametrization used by others to validate the
computational protocol we used. Table 2 shows the parameters used
in our calculations.
Free energy calculations
In APBSmem, the total free energy of the protein interacting with the
membrane was calculated using the following equation:
∆Gtotal = ∆Gelec + ∆Gnp,
(1)
where ∆Gelec is the electrostatic cost required to move the charged
protein from an aqueous solution with a high dielectric constant into
the low dielectric environment of the membrane, and ∆Gnp is the
nonpolar energy gained by removing the protein from an aqueous
solution and inserting it into the membrane (Marcoline et al. 2015;
Callenberg et al. 2010). In this model, low ∆Gtotal values represent
energetically favorable conformations. We calculated ∆Gtotal values of
the protein-membrane interaction of the PrPC monomer and dimer
structures rotated every 15° and 30°, respectively, around the x- and
y-axes. To account for the larger size of the dimer structures, we set a
greater angle of rotation for calculations. Data collected from the
monomer rotated around the x-axis are compiled in Figure 2(a). Data
collected from the dimers rotated around the y-axis are compiled in
Figure 3(a). Error analysis showed that error bars are too small for
plot visualization.
The electrostatic cost (∆Gelec) is derived from the PoissonBoltzmann equation and is given by:
∆Gelec = EP,I + EP + EI,
(2)
where EP*I is the electrostatic energy of the protein and ions embedded
in the membrane, EP is the electrostatic energy of the protein itself in
the membrane, and EI is the electrostatic energy of the ions in the
solvent.
The nonpolar energy (∆Gnp) is calculated by the following
equation:
∆Gnp = a • (Amem - Asol),
(3)
where a = 0.028 (kcal/mol)/Å2 is a constant of proportionality, Amem
is the protein solvent accessible surface area (SASA) in the membrane,
and Asol is the total protein SASA in solution. All energies were
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calculated with respect to the protein interacting with a model
membrane in an aqueous solution of pH 7. The software used
represents physiological pH as a pH of 7. Physiological ion
composition was accounted for using the counter ion concentration of
0.15M (see Table 2). Previous calculations performed in our group
showed no measurable effect on the total free energy in a range of 0.05
to 0.2 M ion concentration.

Table 2. Parameters for APBSmem electrostatics calculations
Determining protein residue interactions
We defined monomer protein residues interacting with the membrane
as any residues with a Cα atom at a distance less than 15Å with
respect to the midline of the model membrane. For dimers, we used a
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Cα atom cutoff distance of 12Å. To account for the larger radius of the
dimer structures relative to the monomer, we lowered the length set
to designate membrane proximity. We then identified secondary
structure elements of the monomer and dimers stabilized the proteinmembrane interaction.
Results and Discussion
Third α-helix in monomer PrPC lies parallel to membrane interface
For the monomer form of PrPC, the lowest energy conformation when
the protein is rotated across the x-axis occurred at 90° of rotation
(Figure 2). The lowest energy conformation when the protein is
rotated across the y-axis occurred at 345° of rotation. In the most
energetically favorable monomer orientation, the first α-helix (orange)
is partially embedded in the membrane, and the third α-helix (blue) is
parallel to the membrane interface (Figure 2b). Polar and charged
residues contribute to the favorable electrostatic interactions at the
monomer-membrane interface.

Figure 2. (a) Plot of collected total free energies of monomer rotated
around the x-axis every 15°. Red arrow points to the orientation with
the lowest total free energy (90°). (b) Overall lowest energy monomer
orientation at 90° of rotation around the x-axis. First α-helix (orange)
in PrPC monomer is partially embedded in membrane. Third α-helix
(blue) lies parallel to the membrane interface. Second α-helix not
interacting.
α-helices drive PrPC dimers-membrane interactions
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For all five dimers, the most energetically favorable orientations show
one monomer (monomer A) facing the membrane interface. In
monomer A, the second α-helix lies parallel to the membrane interface
and the third α-helix is partially embedded into the membrane. The
residue that contributes to the favorable electrostatic interactions in all
dimer orientations is Glutamate 200, located at the beginning of the
third α-helix (in monomer A).
Dimer 2 corresponds to the most energetically favorable
orientation of all (Figures 3 and 4). The second α-helix (green) lies
parallel to the membrane, and the first (orange) and third (blue) αhelices on monomer A are embedded in the membrane. The first αhelix (orange) of monomer B lies parallel to the membrane. Dimer 5
corresponds to the only dimer orientation in which the monomers
interact symmetrically with the membrane. All residues close to the
membrane in the second and third α-helices are the same on both
monomers. The helix orientations in all other energetically favorable
dimer orientations are asymmetrical (Dimers 1-4; see Table 1). In these
dimer orientations, the first and third α-helices are partially
embedded into the membrane.

Figure 3. (a) Plot of collected total free energies of five dimer
structures rotated around the x-axis every 30°. Red arrow points to the
lowest energy dimer orientation (30°). (b) Dimer 2 rotated 30° around
x-axis relative to model membrane axes. Dimer is colored by
secondary structure: α-helices are pink, b-sheets are yellow, and
bends are blue.
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Figure 4. Dimer 2 is the most energetically favorable PrPC dimer
conformation relative to the model membrane. (a) Top view of the
dimer. Monomer A (left) features one helix interaction where the first
alpha helix (orange) parallel to the membrane interface. Monomer B
(right) has all three alpha helices interacting with the membrane. The
first α-helix (orange) and third α-helix (blue) are partially embedded,
while the second alpha helix (green) is parallel to the membrane
interface. (b) Side view of the dimer.
Dimerization favors second α-helix parallel to membrane interface
PrPC monomer shows energetically favorable orientations with the
first α-helix partially embedded and the third α-helix parallel to the
interface. In contrast, PrPC dimers show energetically favorable
orientations with the second α-helix parallel to the interface and the
first and third α-helices partially embedded.
The residues common to the monomer and dimer orientations
are Aspartate 144, Arginine 148, and Tyrosine 150 in the first alpha
helix. These residues in monomer A contribute to the dimermembrane interactions in Dimers 1, 2, and 4.
The differences in helix residue interactions between the
monomer and dimer orientations result in differences in ∆GTotal
values. The electrostatic cost (∆Gelec) of moving the dimers from the
aqueous solvent into the membrane is greater than the ∆Gelec of
moving the monomer into the membrane. Therefore, more energy is
needed to place PrPC dimers at the membrane surface, resulting in
increased ∆GTotal values for protein-membrane interactions (Equation
1). In contrast, the nonpolar energy (∆Gnp) of the dimers favor partial
protein insertion, resulting in lowered ∆GTotal values. The ∆Gnp
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favoring dimer insertion and ∆Gelec favoring solvent interactions
counteract each other resulting in restricted dimer motion.
Conclusions
We performed a series of continuum electrostatics calculations to
examine the effect of prion protein PrPC dimerization on PrPCmembrane interactions. These calculations resulted from a fast
sampling of orientations to predict how the prion protein interacts
with the cell membrane. We are currently running higher resolution
simulations that account for the effects of membrane lipid
composition on the protein-membrane interaction.
We propose that dimerization modulates PrPC-membrane
interactions by favoring structural elements that were not seen near
the membrane in the monomer scenario. The added helix interactions
in the dimer orientations lead to increased ∆GTotal values. Most likely,
the orientations with higher ∆GTotal values have more potential to
misfold into the PrPSc isoform in order to move to lower energy
conformations. Therefore, we postulate that the increased ∆GTotal
values arising from PrPC polymerization results in the protein
favoring the conversion to a lower energy PrPSc aggregate.
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